# MLA 7th edition (example citations)

## Works Cited List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Resource</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Works Cited List

9. Dictionary: print

10. Dissertation: published, obtained from database

11. Government report: corporate author, read online

12. Journal article: basic form; two authors; read online

13. Journal article: basic form, single author, print

14. Journal article: two authors, read online from a journal website, a webtext, no page numbers

15. Journal article: journal paginated by issue, up to 3 authors, read online from database

16. Journal article: 4 or more authors; print
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17. Journal article: in Internet-only journal

18. Magazine article: print

19. Video or DVD

20. Newspaper article: read online

21. Email: falls under MLA category of personal communications

22. Website: may or may not be a publication/copyright date; may or may not have an author